
Competition Law in Denmark: Erik Bertelsen
Reveals Key Insights for Success

Competition law plays a pivotal role in fostering fair competition, protecting
consumers, and promoting economic growth within a country. In Denmark, one
name stands out as a distinguished authority in this field: Erik Bertelsen. With
decades of experience and numerous successful cases under his belt, Bertelsen
has become an indispensable figure in the realm of competition law in Denmark.

The Importance of Competition Law

Competition law, also known as antitrust law, aims to prevent anti-competitive
practices that hinder fair market competition. These practices can include
monopolies, cartels, price-fixing, and abuse of dominant market positions.
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In Denmark, competition law is regulated by The Danish Competition Act, which
is enforced by the Danish Competition and Consumer Authority. This legislation
empowers businesses and consumers by ensuring equal opportunities for market
participation and maintaining a level playing field for all.

Erik Bertelsen: Championing Fair Competition

Erik Bertelsen, a prominent Danish lawyer specializing in competition law, has
been making significant contributions to the field. As a partner at a leading law
firm specializing in competition and EU law, Bertelsen has successfully
represented numerous clients in complex competition cases.

With his profound understanding of competition law and sharp analytical skills,
Bertelsen has been pivotal in defending the rights of many businesses and
consumers, while also shaping the legal landscape in Denmark.

The Role of Erik Bertelsen in Shaping Denmark's Competition Law

Bertelsen's expertise extends beyond legal representation. He has actively
contributed to the development of Danish competition law through his
involvement in legislative processes and advocacy. His extensive knowledge and
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experience have made him a trusted advisor to government bodies, businesses,
and fellow legal professionals.

Key Aspects of Danish Competition Law

Danish competition law addresses various aspects of market competition,
ensuring a fair and transparent environment. Some key aspects include:
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Prohibition of anti-competitive agreements: This includes cartels and
agreements that restrict competition.

Prevention of abuse of dominant market position: Businesses with significant
market power must not exploit their position to stifle competition.

Mergers and acquisitions control: A thorough assessment of potential
mergers and acquisitions takes place to protect competition.

Consumer protection: Ensuring fair and transparent practices, protecting
consumers' interests.

Challenges in the Enforcement of Competition Law

While competition law is crucial, enforcing it effectively can be challenging. The
ever-evolving nature of markets and emerging business practices can test the
boundaries of existing legislations.

Erik Bertelsen, through his advocacy and research, identifies these challenges
and works towards developing flexible and comprehensive laws that can adapt to
the changing dynamics of the marketplace.

The Future of Competition Law in Denmark

As the business landscape evolves, so does the competition law. With the advent
of digitalization and globalization, new challenges arise that require careful
consideration and adaptation of existing legislation.

Erik Bertelsen firmly believes that continuous collaboration between legal experts,
businesses, and government bodies is essential to creating effective competition
laws. This collaborative approach ensures fair competition, protects consumers,
and allows businesses to thrive in a dynamic economic environment.



Erik Bertelsen's immense contribution to competition law in Denmark cannot be
overstated. His expertise, integrity, and dedication have redefined legal
representation in the field, while also shaping the legislation landscape to meet
the challenges of modern business practices.

With Erik Bertelsen leading the way, Denmark has become an example of a
thriving and competitive marketplace where fair competition and consumer
protection go hand in hand.
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Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws,
this practical analysis of competition law and its interpretation in Denmark covers
every aspect of the subject – the various forms of restrictive agreements and
abuse of dominance prohibited by law and the rules on merger control; tests of
illegality; filing obligations; administrative investigation and enforcement
procedures; civil remedies and criminal penalties; and raising challenges to
administrative decisions. Lawyers who handle transnational commercial
transactions will appreciate the explanation of fundamental differences in
procedure from one legal system to another, as well as the international aspects
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of competition law. Throughout the book, the treatment emphasizes enforcement,
with relevant cases analysed where appropriate.

An informative introductory chapter provides detailed information on the
economic, legal, and historical background, including national and international
sources, scope of application, an overview of substantive provisions and main
notions, and a comprehensive description of the enforcement system including
private enforcement. The book proceeds to a detailed analysis of substantive
prohibitions, including cartels and other horizontal agreements, vertical restraints,
the various types of abusive conduct by the dominant firms and the appraisal of
concentrations, and then goes on to the administrative enforcement of
competition law, with a focus on the antitrust authorities’ powers of investigation
and the right of defence of suspected companies. This part also covers voluntary
merger notifications and clearance decisions, as well as a description of the
judicial review of administrative decisions.

Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as well as the practical quality of the information
it provides, make this book a valuable time-saving tool for business and legal
professionals alike. Lawyers representing parties with interests in Denmark will
welcome this very useful guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate
its value in the study of international and comparative competition law.
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